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Chapter 1IntrodutionThe globalized world of today is unimaginable without optial lightwave ommu-niation tehnologies. The exhange of information in a fast and exible way is ofsubstantial importane for the urrent eonomy. The �rst generation of lightwavesystems, operating at 0.8µm, beame ommerially available in 1980 [San78℄. Theyprovided a bit rate of 45Mb/s and a repeater spaing of about 10 km. During thesubsequent two generations, the dispersion minimum of silia single-mode �bers at1.3µm and InGaAsP-laser soures have been utilized to enhane the performanesof optial ommuniation systems by orders of magnitude [Sip95℄. The fourth gen-eration of systems, whih represents the urrent state of the art tehnology, operatesat 1.55µm, bene�ting from a loss minimum of silia �bers in this partiular spetraldomain [Miy79℄. W� avelength-d�ivision-m�ultiplexing (WDM), allowing synhronoussignal transmission, and Erbium-doped optial ampli�ers, providing simultaneousmultihannel ampli�ation, gives rise to transoeani systems, whih an transmitinformation at a total bit rate of more than 1Tbit/s over a distane of 10000 km[Kah01℄, [Hei00℄, [Agr04℄.Proessing of the data streams is ensured by supplying additional omponentslike modulators, photodetetors, WDM-elements and opto-optial swithes. For thedisussion in the present thesis, optial modulators and �lters are of major interest.Suh �lters are primarily employed in urrent ommuniation systems to addressone partiular WDM-hannel. Sine the harateristi distane between two ad-jaent hannels is about 0.8 nm (�1550µm), high spetral seletivities have to beguaranteed. In this sense, ative data proessing is provided by tunable optial �l-ters, given the fat, that the spetral loation of the pass-band of suh struturesan be manipulated, e.g., thermal-optially [Iod03℄, e�letro-o�ptially (EO) [Kam74℄or strain-indued [Mal03℄. Typially, these devies are omposed of high-Q res-onators or waveguides and based on the widespread planar semiondutor tehnol-ogy [Man99℄, [Alm04℄. A similar funtional priniple is used in optial modula-tors, where the spetral properties of the devies are modi�ed by external voltages[Liu04a℄. In suh ative omponents, the eletrial signals to be transmitted arebasially impressed on optial arrier waves. Sine beyond 10GHz, opper interon-1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONnets beome bandwidth limited due to frequeny-dependent losses, down-saling ofoptial modulators potentially lead to e�etive on-hip and hip-to-hip ommuni-ation onepts based on lightwave tehnology. These integration onepts, whihemphasize the importane of nanostrutured devies, represent the most promisingapproahes to overome the intrinsi problems of metalized interonnets used inurrent hip arhitetures [Moh04℄, [Her04℄.Clearly, the maximum working frequeny de�nes the performane of the mod-ulator onsidered, therefore representing the bottlenek in urrent ommuniationsystems. Diret modulations of the laser soures are not reasonable at high bit-rates (� 10Gb=s), sine variations of the input urrents impose undesired phaseshifts and, thus, deformations of the signals to be impressed [Agr04℄. In today'snetworks, optial modulators, whih do not exhibit suh drawbaks, are realized bye�letro-a�bsorption (EA) based devies [Dah04℄ and M� ah-Z�ehnder-I�nterferometers(MZI) [Dal03℄. The EA-e�et utilizes a hange of the optial absorption, induedby an applied voltage. In detail, the size of the eletroni band gap of the em-ployed semiondutor quantum well is redued in the presene of an external ele-tri �eld. Thus, photons of energies slightly smaller than the band gap annottravel through semiondutor, whereas they an pass in the absene of the �eld(Franz-Keldysh-e�et) [Agr04℄. These devies su�er from undesired wavelength se-letivities, whih ause problems in mass prodution, and large modulator hirpsdue to additional indued refrative index hanges. These ruial issues do notemerge in ative MZI-modulators, whih utilize the Pokels-e�et. This seond-order n�onl�inear o�ptial (NLO) e�et is a three-wave mixing proess based on theinteration of two optial waves with a quasi-stati eletri �eld. Due to the fat,that the employed NLO-media are non-resonant in the spetral regime of operation,externally indued refrative index hanges based on Pokels-e�et are inherentlyultrafast [Lee02b℄. The fabriated modulators generally onsist of interferometers,where the refrative index in eah arm an be modi�ed by applied voltages. Con-sequently, the degree of interferene and therefore the output intensity is ontrolledexternally by the eletri �eld strength. Typially, these devies have been fabri-ated from lithium niobate (LiNbO3) single rystals, exhibiting a relatively largeEO-response [Kam74℄. For instane, waveguiding strutures are realized in this ma-terial by e.g. titanium di�usion, leading to permanent loal refrative index hanges[Das03℄. However, the large di�erene between the dieletri permittivity in thelow-frequeny (� 100GHz) and optial (� 200THz) regimes, gives rise to strongmismathes between optial and mirowave �elds, reduing respetive interationlengths signi�antly. Relatively large modulation voltages are required, sine theeletri �eld strength inside the NLO-medium is redued strongly due to the largedieletri permittivity of LiNbO3 additionally implying potential power dissipation.So far, no feasible nanostruturing tehnique with aeptable aspet ratios has beenreported exluding LiNbO3-modulators for appliations in integrated optis.A system, whih does not exhibit suh intrinsi drawbaks, is represented byNLO-polymers [Ei89b℄, [Bur94℄, [Dal03℄, [Mar97℄. These amorphous organi mate-



3rials basially onsist of high-glass temperature polymers, doped or funtionalized byNLO-ative hromophores. These hromophores, whih are omposed of �-eletronsystems enlosed by aeptor and donor endgroups, naturally ontain unharmoniintramoleular potentials, due to the asymmetri moleule ompositions [Gue00℄.In order to transfer the mirosopi nonlinearity into marosopi EO-ativity, anon-entrosymmetri orientation of the hromophore ensemble is typially ahievedby aligning the NLO-onstituents along a prede�ned diretion. Extremely highEO-oeÆients up to 100 pm/V and even more have been obtained in polymerisystems, whih are about a fator 4 larger than that of LiNbO3 [Luo03℄, [Luo02℄,[Ma01℄, [Gar04℄, [Zha00℄. The dieletri permittivities at low and optial frequeniesare roughly equal and independent of wavelength. Moreover, polymeri materialsgenerally show very low waveguide losses, large transpareny ranges, moderate re-frative indies, and they an be deposited as thin �lms on any at surfaes, es-peially on silion wafers [Dal03℄. Currently, fast polymeri MZI-modulators withvery low swithing voltages have been realized [Zha01℄, [Shi00b℄, [Dal99a℄, [Che97℄,whereas promising laboratory experiments indiate an extension of the operation fre-queny in the THz-domain [Lee02b℄. Also, �rst devies are ommerially operatingat 40Gb/s are ommerially available [Pa05℄.However, these strutures own intrinsi dimensions of a few entimeters, ex-luding them from potential appliations in integrated optis. In this sense, anauspiious onept is represented by P�hotoni C�rystals (PCs), sine they providean enormous integration density, required for ultraompat optial devies. PCs,whih were introdued by Russell [Rus86b℄, Zengerle [Zen87℄, Yablonovith [Yab87℄,and John [Joh87℄, apply the onept of using periodi dieletri funtions in spaein more than one dimension. Suh regular refrative index modulations lead toband strutures of the same dimensionality, omparable to that of eletrons, result-ing from the periodi atomi potentials [Yab93℄. In both ases, the eigenfuntionsare given by Bloh funtions with wavelengths on the sale of the periodiity. Ifthe dieletri lattie geometry is hosen appropriately, a frequeny range opens inthe band struture, bloking light of respetive wavelengths [Joa97℄. This rangeis alled the p�hotoni b�and g�ap (PBG), and is one of the most important hara-teristis of PCs, beause it allows to manipulate the propagation of light withina few lattie onstants. By doping PCs with isolated defets, allowed states maybe reated inside the PBG, resulting in high-Q avities [Sau05℄, [Aka05℄, [Ryu03℄,[Aka03℄ and straight waveguides [Lin98℄, [Joh00℄, [Son00℄. Moreover, guiding of lightaround sharp orners has been demonstrated both, theoretially and in the exper-iment [Aug03℄, [Chu02℄, [Tal02℄. Superprisms with enormous angle and spetralseletivity, based on the anisotropi isofrequeny dispersion surfae of PCs, an berealized [Not02℄, [Bab02℄, [Kos98℄. Dispersion ompensation in suh strutures isprovided by oupled avities [Sug02℄ and single straight defet waveguides [Pet05℄.For integrated optis, �nite t�wo d�imensional (2D) PCs play a key role, be-ause planar slab strutures may be strutured fairly easily, using urrent fabriationtehnology. The in-plane propagation of light is governed by its interation with a



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION2D-lattie of air-holes ethed through the slab, whereas vertial on�nement is fail-itated by total internal reetion. Slab waveguide ores thus are required to have ahigher refrative index than substrate and ladding. For stability reasons and ease offabriation, planar PCs should have non-air substrates and hene are in most asesvertially asymmetri. Choosing an air-hole array, the funtionality of the PCs islimited to one polarization, nevertheless showing an in-plane, diretion independentstop gap for triangular latties [Joh99℄, [Joa95℄. Most 2D-PCs realized today arebased on semiondutor materials (GaAs, InP or Si), ahieving a large horizontalrefrative index ontrast and thus a wide PBG [Tan04℄, [Mon01℄, [Vla04℄. Wave-guide ores for single mode operation are around 0.25µm thik, resulting in a strongoupling mismath between standard optial single-mode �bers and PCs. Therefore,polymeri PCs beome attrative, sine larger ore thiknesses of about 1.5µm andsmaller refrative indies orrespond muh better to the dimensions and index ofsingle-mode silia �bers [Kee05℄, [Sh05a℄, [Bou04℄, [Lig01℄. Moreover, the smallerrefrative index of polymers potentially redue the inuene of Rayleigh-satteringdue to inorporated irregularities.Beside appliations in EO-swithes, polymeri systems may be also employedto generate light of desired wavelengths by the use of Seond-Harmoni-Generation,sine they potentially exhibit very high nonlinear oeÆients. Due to the fat, thatthe urrent integrated laser systems do not over the entire visible spetral regime,PCs onsisting of NLO-polymers may be applied to generate eletro-magneti wavesof the missing wavelengths by frequeny doubling of infrared light emitted by GaAs-lasers. Therefore, integrated oherent light soures may be fabriated by ombiningperiodi dieletri waveguide strutures with on-hip semiondutor lasers basedon nonlinear three-wave mixing proesses. This onept provides the realizationof supplementary devies to state of the art integrated systems, reating light ofpartiular wavelengths, whih is not aessible by e.g. GaN- or GaAs-lasers.The main motivation of this dotoral thesis was to investigate PC-struturesonsisting of polymeri NLO-materials. Thus, the issues PCs and NLO-polymerspreviously introdued are ombined within the sope of this work. Due to the rel-atively low refrative index ontrast between dieletri and air, the properties ofthese novel mirostrutures are to a great extend unexplored so far, sine the entirePC-ommunity almost onentrates their investigations on semiondutor materi-als. The primary objetive of this dissertation is to give a omprehensive study ofthe linear and espeially NLO-properties of polymeri PC-strutures. Both, experi-mental and theoretial aspets, will be elaborated and disussed qualitatively and,in partiular, quantitatively, showing fundamental properties and potential appli-ations. In this sense, the entral questions to be addressed in the ontext of thisthesis are:� What are the fundamental harateristis of polymeri NLO-PCs?� Are high-Q avities feasible in polymeri PCs?



5� Could the potentially high hyperpolarizability be e�etively exploited for NLO-phenomena?� How do irregularities a�et the optial properties of polymeri NLO-PCs?� Can polymeri NLO-PCs may be used as eletro-optial swithes and for eÆ-ient frequeny doubling?� Do polymeri PCs represent a better alternative to semiondutor systems?The thesis is strutured as follows: In the �rst three subsequent hapters (Chap. 2,Chap. 3, and Chap. 4), the underlying theory and simulation methods, the employedmaterials and the measurement tehniques are reviewed preisely. Chapter 5 dis-usses the theoretial and simulated results. The elaboration begins by evaluatingthe linear and NLO-harateristis of one-dimensional PCs, where a self-developedode based on the Transfer-Matrix-Method has been utilized [Pen94℄. Subsequently,the main fous is onentrated on the optial properties of polymeri PC-line-defet-and PC-ridge-waveguide-resonators, simulated by a program ode ommeriallyavailable. The entire disussion is primarily aimed at the quality fator and theresonane transmittane of the avities. The investigations presented in the nexthapter (Chap. 6) are dediated to the experimental results gained during the timeof the dotoral thesis. First, the fundamental transmission properties of polymeriPCs onsisting of Teon substrates are disussed, where mirror losses and Q-fatorsare determined. Then, the onept of quasi-air-bridge PCs, based on the appliationof ultralow refrative index substrates, is disussed intensively. The next part of thishapter introdues a sheme, whih may be used to ompensate for systemati fabri-ation indued inauraies by UV-photobleahing. Finally, the results referring toeletro-optially tunable PCs are presented. A detailed experimental and theoreti-al investigation reveals, that EO-modulation based on the Pokels-e�et has beenobserved in a PC-system for the �rst time. Chapter 7 onludes the dissertationand gives a detailed outlook for future investigations of polymeri PC-strutures.
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Chapter 2Basi Theory and SimulationTehniquesThe objetive of the present work is the elaboration of PCs, whih are omposedof polymeri slab waveguides. In this hapter, the explanation of the simulatedand experimental results is provided by a detailed introdution of PCs of di�erentdimensionality and geometry. In partiular, the basi equations of linear and nonlin-ear optis are introdued followed by a disussion of the asymmetri dieletri slabwaveguide. The theoretial bakground of one- and two-dimensional PCs is pre-sented in the next part showing the basi relationships and alulation tehniques.Finally, the harateristis of resonant strutures are disussed generally and on theonrete example of the Fabry-Perot resonator.Sine nearly all materials utilized in the thesis are of organi origin, the dia-grams of this hapter refer to polymer parameters. Espeially the parts disussingthe mirosopi properties are dediated to funtionalized polymer systems.
2.1 Maxwell EquationsIn the non-relativisti domain, all e�letro-m� agneti (EM) phenomena are funda-mentally explained by the four Maxwell equations supplemented by two onseutivematerial expressions. This introdutory setion realls the basi relationships ofeletrodynamis forming the theoretial bakground of the present thesis. Any ex-pressions derived in the work an be attributed to this set of equations. In this sensethe book of Jakson should be mentioned [Ja82℄, whih represents one of the bestintrodutions to EMs and optis.Basially, the phenomenon of light is lassially desribed by traveling wavesonsisting of eletri and magneti �elds. These waves, whih are mainly harater-ized by their amplitude, polarization, phase and k-vetor, are general solutions of7



8 CHAPTER 2. BASIC THEORY AND SIMULATION TECHNIQUESM� axwell E�quations (MEs): r �D = �e (2.1)r �B = 0 (2.2)r�H = ��tD+ J (2.3)r� E = � ��tB (2.4)with the dieletri displaement �eld D, the eletri harge density �e, the magnetiindution B, the magneti �eld H, eletri urrent density J and the eletri �eldE. These four �rst-order partial di�erential equations, whih have been proposed byMaxwell in 1865,1 form the mathematial bakground overing the entire spetrumof EM-phenomena in the lassial wave piture. To aount for interation betweenlight and matter, two onstitutive expressions inluding the eletri and magnetiproperties of the respetive media have to be supplemented to MEs:B = e��0H (2.5)J = e�E (2.6)with the relative permeability tensor e�, the permeability of vauum �o and theeletrial ondutivity e�. The materials of interest for the urrent disussion areassumed to be of dieletri origin meaning that they are non-ferromagneti (e� � e1)and non-onduting (e� � 0) J = 0) in the relevant wavelength regime. Addition-ally, no marosopi harge density should be loalized inside the materials (�e � 0).This leads to the de�nition of the dieletri displaement �eld D, whih representsthe shifted harge density in a medium under the inuene of an eletri �eld:D = �0E+P (2.7)with the marosopi polarizationP and the permittivity of vauum �0. Substitutingthis expression into the MEs results in the essential w�ave e�quation (WE) for theeletri �eld: �E� 120 �2�t2E = 1�020 �2�t2P (2.8)with 0 equal to the speed of light in vauum. This seond-order partial di�erentialexpression desribes an eletrial �eld E, whih is generated by the polarization P.Elementary solutions of the WE are plane waves (E = E0 exp(i(kr � !t)))onsisting of the wave vetor k, whih is perpendiular to the phasefronts and theangular frequeny !. The polarization of an EM wave is de�ned by the diretionof the eletri �eld amplitude vetor E0. Considering a plane wave in vauumpropagating along the x-diretion of a artesian oordinate system, the omplex �eld1Maxwell substituted J by J+ ��tD in Eq. 2.3. This ruial replaement gives rise to travelingwave solutions and therefore eletrodynami phenomena.



2.2. LINEAR OPTICS 9amplitude E0 has two independent omponents (E0 = (0; Ey(x; y; z); Ez(x; y; z))).By de�nition an optial wave is alled linearly polarized, if the phase di�erenebetween the two elements is a multiple of � or one of the omponents is zero, sinethe eletri �eld always osillates in the same plane. For a �nite but temporalonstant phase di�erene the head of the eletri �eld vetor moves generally on anellipse de�ning the elliptial polarization state. Espeially in the ase of jEyj = jExjand a phase di�erene of �=2, the polarization is alled irular, sine the ellipsedegenerates to a irle. A temporal statistial utuating phase di�erene resultsin unpolarized light, whih is the typial polarization state of light emitted fromthermal lamps.Additionally, it should be noted that the WE (Eq. 2.8) is linear in E andP. Thus, the solutions, whih are indeed the EM-�elds, an be represented assuperpositions of basis funtions, in partiular as linear ombinations of plane waves.This feature is one of the essential harateristis of this equation and will be utilizedseveral times in the thesis.2.2 Linear OptisIf the eletri �eld strength of an inident EM-wave is small ompared to orres-ponding intra-atomi fores, the interation of light and matter an be desribedby a linear relationship between the marosopi polarization and the eletri �eld.This domain, whih is alled the regime of linear optis, always plays an importantrole in every day life, spetrosopy and low-intensity experiments.2.2.1 Refrative Index and IndiatrixThe refrative index n is the key parameter haraterizing the optial properties ofa dieletri medium, sine it determines the phase veloity of light inside a material.Within this setion, the basi marosopi properties of this optial onstant arederived preisely.An EM-wave, whih propagates through a dieletri medium, indues a mi-rosopi polarization into this material, sine the bound eletrons, whih interatwith the eletri �eld, are deeted from their equilibrium state. The average ofthe mirosopi dipole moment per unit volume is the marosopi polarization P,whih was introdued in Eq. 2.7. Generally, this polarization may be a onsequeneof indued eletroni, ioni and/or permanent dipoles. In the optial regime thepolarization is of pure eletroni origin, sine only eletrons are apable of followingthe fast eletri �eld osillations (� � 200THz) due to their low intrinsi mass.In the ase of small eletri �eld strengths ompared to interatomi ones, thebound eletrons follow the external eletri �eld sinusoidally forming harmoni osil-lators on atomi sales. Fundamentally, these osillators onsist of movable hargedensities (the eletrons in the outer shells) and orresponding spatially �xed atomi


